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SUMMARY: Arlington Public Schools (APS) has begun the Building Level Planning
Committee (BLPC) process and is starting the Public Facilities Review Committee (PFRC)
process to evaluate a new secondary school on the Wilson School site. Both processes are in the
conceptual stage and major topics such as building placement, parking, and site circulation are
currently being discussed.
BACKGROUND: There are a number of APS and County processes underway with regard to
planning the ultimate design and use of the Wilson School site, outlined below.
APS CIP Process
The 2015-24 APS Capital Improvements Program (CIP) was approved by the Arlington School
Board in June 2014. The CIP called for a process to determine the location of an additional
1,300 secondary school seats in the northern part of the County. The CIP also set the total
budget for providing the seats ($126,000,000) and the deadline for their delivery (September
2019). At the conclusion of a community engagement process which began in September 2014,
the School Board gave final direction to APS in December 2014. At their December 18, 2014
Board meeting, the School Board voted to construct a new school at the Wilson site, which
would accommodate the existing H-B Woodlawn and Stratford programs. The new building
would add 70 seats to the capacity of the existing programs, for a total of 775 seats, with a
project budget of $80,200,000. The direction from the School Board also called for renovations
and additions at the Stratford School site to establish a new neighborhood middle school with
1,000 seats and the provision of 300 additional secondary seats at a single or multiple sites.
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WRAPS
The Western Rosslyn Area Planning Study (WRAPS) is a County-led community planning
process to create a future vision and Area Plan for the Western Rosslyn area, generally bordered
by Key Boulevard and 18th Street North to the north, Wilson Boulevard to the south, North
Quinn Street to the west, and the eastern property line of the 1555 Wilson Boulevard office
building site to the east. The Wilson School site is located within the WRAPS study area as well
as surrounding sites which include Fire Station #10, Rosslyn Highlands Park, an office building,
retail uses, and affordable, multi-family apartments. As part of the WRAPS effort, a Working
Group was established to work with County staff to review, refine, and identify a preliminary
preferred site layout for a new school on the Wilson site, for subsequent review by the Public
Facilities Review Committee (PFRC). Other goals for the WRAPS process include
accommodating recreation and open space, a new fire station, and affordable housing.
County staff presented a preliminary concept plan with two alternatives for location of the new
school to the County Board at a work session held on March 4, 2015. The County Board
expressed general support for the proposed plan recommendations and directed staff to continue
to examine alternative options for vehicular and service access to and through the site with the
stated goal of creating a larger, contiguous open space. The County Board also agreed that the
final site layout for the Wilson School site should be determined through the PFRC process. At a
subsequent County Board work session on May 5, 2015, staff presented a more refined preferred
concept plan as well as an analysis of additional design alternatives in response to the Board’s
previous guidance. Additional working group and public meetings are anticipated in May and
June and the final framework plan is tentatively scheduled for review at the July 2015 County
Board meeting.
Historic District Designation
On November 17, 2014, the Historic Preservation Program staff received a request for local
historic district designation of the Wilson School from 12 Arlington residents. On February 17,
2015, the School Board formally voted to object to the requested designation, citing concerns
regarding the impacts on the amount of available open space, effective use of below grade
buildable area, building egress and accessibility requirements for the 1910 section of the existing
building, and the costs associated with restoration and rehabilitation. On February 18, 2015,
after two separate public hearings on the request, the Historical Affairs and Landmark Review
Board (HALRB) unanimously recommended the creation of a local historic district that would
have included only the 1910 section of the Wilson School (the original Fort Myer Heights
School) and its frontage on Wilson Boulevard. At its April 18, 2015 meeting, the County Board
voted against designating any portion of the Wilson School as a local historic district. Instead,
the Board directed the County Manager to have Historic Preservation Program staff and
Arlington Public Schools (APS) staff collaborate with the HALRB to identify and incorporate
ways to memorialize and commemorate the historical and community value of the Wilson
School in the design of a new school facility on the existing site. To that end, a member of the
HALRB has been asked to serve on the PFRC for this project.
County/APS Schools Review Process
At a joint work session with the School Board held on April 10, 2015, the County Board
endorsed a planning process for the Wilson School site. The APS planning process for the
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Wilson School site will incorporate the APS process, the Building Level Planning Committee
(BLPC), and the County’s Public Facilities Review Committee (PFRC), and requires them to
work in tandem in designing the new school. The design process will include three (3) phases: a
conceptual phase, a schematic phase, and a final phase during which a use permit for the project
would be reviewed by the County Board.
The BLPC consists of APS staff, teachers, parents and PTA members, representation from
community groups, and County staff.
The PFRC is a County Board-appointed committee consisting of representatives of the Planning
Commission (one of which is designated by the County Board as Committee Chair) and several
other commissions, APS representatives, and at-large members. It also includes project-specific
members representing the North Rosslyn, Colonial Village III, and Radnor/Ft. Myer Heights
Civic Associations, as well as the Atrium Condominium Association.
Site Characteristics:
The following provides additional information about the site and surroundings:
Site: The site is bound on the north by 18th Street North, on the south by Wilson
Boulevard, on the east by Rosslyn Highlands Park and the Arlington County Fire Station
#10, and on the west by an existing 7-11 retail store and N. Quinn Street.
Zoning: The site is zoned “S-3A” Special District. The purpose of the “S-3A” Special
District is to encourage the retention of certain properties in a relatively undeveloped
state. Land so designated may include publicly or privately owned properties which have
distinct and unique site advantages or other features so as to make them desirable to
retain as active or passive recreation (including but not limited to: parks, schools,
pathways, and other public facilities). Schools are a permitted use by provision of a use
permit subject to Section 4.15 of the Arlington County Zoning Ordinance (ACZO).
Land Use: The site is identified on the General Land Use Plan (GLUP) as “Public”.
Neighborhood: The site is located within the North Rosslyn Citizens Association and is
adjacent to the Colonial Village III Homeowners Association and Radnor/Ft. Myer
Heights Civic Associations. The Atrium Condominiums are located adjacent to the
school site to the north and will be represented on the PFRC.
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Location of 1601 Wilson Boulevard
(Wilson School)
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Source: Google Maps
DISCUSSION: The APS community process for the Wilson school site began on April 14,
2015 with the first BLPC meeting. The initial BLPC meeting included a presentation by APS on
the CIP process as well as by the architect and associated design team. The second BLPC
meeting was held on April 29, 2015. This meeting included a presentation on the preliminary
findings of the transportation study and an interactive site analysis (group activity). A third
BLPC meeting is scheduled for May 13, 2015.
Proposal
The new school planned for the Wilson site would be designed to accommodate the H.B.
Woodlawn Secondary School, Stratford Program, ESOL/HILT and Aspergers Programs
currently located at the Stratford site. The new school would also accommodate an expansion of
these programs by 75 seats.
Principles of Civic Design/WRAPS Guiding Principles: The Principles of Civic Design in
Arlington were developed by the PFRC in 2008 and are intended to inform the design of civic
facilities in Arlington, including buildings and other projects, to ensure they meet community
goals for attractiveness, durability, and functionality. The principles reinforce and supplement
existing County planning documents and policies, and are meant to promote compliance with
certain basic principles, but not to inhibit creative design. The Principles will inform and guide
the PFRC’s discussion of the proposed addition with regard to civic values, site and orientation,
building form, and building details and materials.
As mentioned previously, a larger planning process for this site and the surrounding area is
already underway as part of the WRAPS initiative. Additional guiding principles (see attached)
were developed by the WRAPS working group, which will be utilized as part of this and future
processes tasked with designing and evaluating new development projects within the study area.
These principles, or at least the portion that speak to issues relevant to this site, are meant to
augment the existing Principles of Civic Design. It is anticipated that they will be adopted as part
of the final small area plan in July.
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Use Permit: The ACZO distinguishes between uses permitted “by-right” and uses allowed by
“special exception.” The use permit is one form of special exception, and is required for schools
in the “S-3A” zoning district. The use permit offers a process for considering and approving
such uses, subject to special conditions particular to the character of the use. Potential areas that
may be addressed by conditions include but are not limited to: construction, transportation,
environmental impacts, and recreational fields. After the BLPC and PFRC processes are
complete, APS will file a use permit for the proposed school addition. Use permits are approved
by the County Board.
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Draft Revised Guiding Principles (Version5.)
May 6, 2015

The following draft Guiding Principles (Version 5.) were developed by staff, in coordination with the Working
Group Chair, based on the Working Group’s review and discussion of previous drafts (Version 1-3) and the staff
draft Guiding Principles for the Wilson School Public Facilities Review Committee (PFRC) Process. Through
discussion, at the April 29, 2015 WRAPS Working Group meeting, the two Guiding Principles documents were
merged. These Guiding Principles were also reviewed by the County Board at the May 5, 2015 County Board
Work Session and will be incorporated in the draft WRAPS Area Plan.
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Note: The Guiding Principles are aspirational in nature and are to be used as a guide.
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COUNTY GOALS FOR THE STUDY
 A multi-story secondary school with up to 1,300 seats;
 Recreation and open space that is up to 60,000 square feet in size; which could include athletic field(s) and interior
space within the school to be used jointly by the school and the community, and other open space that replaces the
existing playground and basketball court located within Rosslyn Highlands Park or provides similar needed passive
and active park and recreational amenities for use by the community;
 A new fire station
 Affordable housing
 Energy efficiency / sustainability
 Economically viable, urban and vibrant development with a mix of uses, heights and densities that support achieving
County goals
 Effective multi-modal transportation facilities and services.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Uses / Density / Affordable Housing Principles

Create a memorable urban “place” that:
 accommodates a mix of private and public uses;
 enables learning, leisure and fitness activities;
 provides a new fire station; and
 supports retail activation along Wilson Boulevard.
Expand the availability of affordable housing in the study area that accommodates individuals and families with
a mix of incomes.
Leverage private projects in the study area to achieve a sustainable urban development that includes public
facilities.
Provide for a new secondary school and its associated facilities that are well integrated into the neighborhood.
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Height / Building Form Principles
5
6
7

Concentrate taller buildings along the eastern portion of the study area and locate lower, varied building
heights to achieve compatibility with the scale of development on properties adjacent to the study area.
Require the design of buildings, especially at lower levels to foster pedestrian comfort, while adding visual
interest and architectural variety.
Encourage building heights and massing that allow for the achievement of the study’s open space, recreational,
public facility, and affordable housing goals.

Architecture / Historic Preservation Principles
8

Design public buildings to be architecturally notable.
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Incorporate or reference architectural elements of the 1910 Wilson School building and the Queens Court
apartment buildings in any buildings that succeed them.
Encourage collaboration among the Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board (HALRB), Historic
Preservation Program staff, and Arlington Public Schools (APS) staff to identify and incorporate ways to
memorialize and commemorate the historical and community value of the Wilson School in the design of a new
school facility on the existing site.
Design buildings to be inspiring; construct buildings with high-quality materials that complement the
surrounding mix of buildings.

Public Realm / Streetscape / Urban Design Principles

16
17
18
19
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Effectively frame Wilson Boulevard either through a building face or otherwise in an effort to ensure an active
and vibrant pedestrian experience.
Locate parks, plazas, and other green spaces for visibility, easy access and maximum use.
Design 18th Street to support neighborhood circulation with enhanced sidewalks and landscaping.
Locate public facilities strategically and prominently to create a civic presence in the study area that promotes
community confidence and encourages community use.
Design the study area to facilitate safety and security including the safety and security of students.
Link public areas and main building entrances with a network of safe, connected, tree-lined and well-lit
streetscapes that facilitate easy pedestrian circulation.
Create smaller, walkable blocks by introducing new streets, alleys, and/or pedestrian walkways.
Establish an urban design scheme that complements changes to the surrounding area contemplated in the
Rosslyn Sector Plan Update.
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Open Space & Recreation Principles
20
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25

Strategically locate and design beautiful open spaces to maximize the size of contiguous areas and ensure the
flexibility of uses and activities and the visibility, safety, and comfort of all users.
Maximize the amount and flexibility of natural areas and active and passive open spaces given the need to
balance competing demands for space.
Seek to ensure that park and school facilities provide for organized active recreation as well as un-programmed
time for community usage, particularly for any open field space.
Serious consideration should be given to including existing activities within the study area.
Design parks and recreational facilities for activities for people of all ages.
Use building roofs and indoor spaces of public buildings for recreational amenities to augment outdoor
recreational amenities where possible.

Sustainability / Environment Principles

Maximize tree canopy and pervious surfaces to minimize the adverse impacts of development, including the
“heat island effect” and stormwater runoff.
Design and construct green buildings that minimize energy use, potable water use and waste generation,
provide healthy indoor quality, and reuse, salvage and/or recycle building materials.
Strive to achieve a school building design that results in net zero energy usage.
Strive to optimize energy integration within the study area considering energy efficient designs and
technologies, including district energy, as well as renewable energy sources.
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Shared / Joint Use Principles
30
31

Promote shared / joint use of facilities where feasible to make efficient use of land and infrastructure.
Promote shared / joint use of roof amenities wherever possible through visible and convenient access.

Circulation / Access / Loading / Parking Principles
32
33
34
35
36

Strive to minimize fire/emergency response time when siting a new fire station.
Increase pedestrian and bicycle access to and through the site.
Minimize curb cuts and thus vehicle and pedestrian/bicycle conflicts.
Incorporate wayfinding for parking, Metro, bus stops, and bike share stations into the site design.
Expand the street grid within the study area to ensure adequate circulation for fire/emergency response and
school-related transportation needs.
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Design vehicular circulation to minimize conflicts between neighborhood traffic, emergency responders, school
bus and private vehicle drop-off and pick-up, parking/loading functions, and pedestrians.
Encourage shared, underground parking for all uses and coordinate ingress/egress with other adjacent uses in
the WRAPS Study Area.
Locate vehicle parking access, loading, and service areas on secondary streets and/or alleys.

Other Principles

41
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44

Analyze the internal and neighborhood effects of site lighting and emphasize design solutions that mitigate
against unnecessary light pollution. Impacts of site area lighting to surrounding properties should be analyzed.
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Develop a site design that can be phased such that that fire/emergency response for the Rosslyn/Courthouse
area remains uninterrupted and construction of a new school is completed within the timeframe identified by
Arlington Public Schools.
Consider proposals that include real property land exchanges if they would increase the ability to maximize
achievement of goals included in the Charge.
Seek strategies to maximize transit usage by residents, workers, visitors, students and staff.
Ensure that underground facilities do not inhibit the viability of above ground tree canopy and
vegetation.
Provide design solutions that best integrate wireless communications throughout buildings and other
areas for emergency purposes.
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